Abstract. In order to improve the accuracy of fault diagnosis, this paper puts forward a method of wavelet packet combining neural network fusion. By wavelet packet decomposition and reconstruction of normal and fault vibration signals of aero-engine rotor, the feature vector from the vibration signal can be extracted. Then put the feature vectors which are the input vector of neural network into the BP (Back Propagation) neural network and PNN(Probabilistic Neural Network),and the paper puts forward an algorithm to fuse the results of BP and PNN. It turns out that the method can recognize the fault patterns well and improve the accuracy of diagnosis.
Introduction
Aero engine is the heart of the modern aircraft, it works in the high pressure, high temperature and high load of the harsh environment [1] . Its performance has a direct impact on the safety and reliability of aircraft. The rotor is one of the most important part of the whole engine, which is responsible for the compressed air and power output. The reliability of the engine affects the normal operation of the engine directly. The rotor fault diagnosis can find the faults from the rotor vibration signal, and it can ensure the engine operation reliability, safety and maintenance economy [2] . Aero engine is a very complex nonlinear system, and its fault diagnosis is very difficult. With the development of computer technology, the application of artificial intelligence technology such as neural network, expert system and fuzzy logic in fault diagnosis is promoted [3] [4] [5] .Neural network technology has been widely used in fault diagnosis because of its self-learning, nonlinear pattern recognition, associative memory and strong functional approximation ability [6, 7] .Wavelet packet analysis has good high frequency and low frequency analysis characteristics, which play an important role in the process of vibration signal processing, especially the signal de-noising is the key problem to be solved. The main basis of wavelet analysis for noise reduction is the tight support of wavelet basis. It can focus on the energy of the signal in a few large wavelet coefficients, and the wavelet coefficients are generally very small. Compared with the traditional method, the wavelet de-noising only needs to know which type of signal is, and then it can be applied to the standard method of de-noising, which is due to the advantages of wavelet analysis, and it is widely used in signal processing [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this paper, wavelet packet analysis is used to extract the fault feature of the rotor system of the aero engine, two kinds of network-BP and probabilistic neural networks are used for pattern identification. At the end, the fusion algorithm is used to fuse the results of two kinds of neural networks. It turns out that, two kinds of neural networks can realize the identification and classification of the rotor fault pattern. And the fusion result is better than both of the two neural networks independently. 
Fusion fault diagnosis system
The system is divided into three parts, as shown in Figure 1 . (1 (2)Neural network fault diagnosis: PNN only needs to adjust the spread value. Its training and Fig. 1 The fusion fault diagnosis system testing speed is very fast. Its training time is only slightly larger than the time of data reading, so it meets the requirements of real-time monitoring. BP neural network is one of the most commonly used neural network. Now commonly used neural network is basically BP neural network deformation form. And this network structure is the most suitable for pattern recognition. So fault diagnosis using PNN and BP neural network. The same learning sample is used to train and test the network. The test results of the two kinds of network are used as the input of data fusion. (3)Fusion output data of neural network: This paper presents an algorithm to fuse the result of the output data of neural network what can make the diagnosis to be more accurate.
Wavelet packet data processing
According to the main types of aero engine rotor fault(Rotor misalignment, rotor imbalance, rotor and stator friction, bearing loose) [13] , 24 sets of vibration signal(Including the vibration data under normal conditions)were measured for each aero engine fault patterns ,then there are 120 sets of vibration data.
The wavelet packet denoising
This article uses the default threshold and adjusted threshold of the original signal in denoising [14] , the results are shown in figure 2 .The difference between the default threshold de-noising signal and the original signal is not very obvious. However, the adjusted threshold denoising signal can get the ideal de-noising effect. 
Wavelet packet decomposition and reconstruction of signal
Using sym6 function according to Shannon entropy principle to decompose de-noised signal into 4 layers in Matlab, extract the 16 sub signals of 4th layer. And then use the wprcoef command to reconstruct these 16 node signals, calculated ratio of the total energy of the original signal value and each sub-band signal energy reconstruction, which are the feature vectors. Figure 3 is the reconstruction of each node in the 16 frequency bands.
The extraction of feature vector
The signal energy of each frequency band is 
x is the original signal amplitude of each node. The feature vectors of the elements are as follows. ] , , , [
is usually large numerical, so it needs to do the normalized processing on it,and then get special vector
Type (4) is the final feature vector. The vector is the sample data of neural network fault diagnosis.
Neural network fault diagnosis
In this paper, The layer number of the BP neural network is 3.And in BP neural network, the node number of the input layer is 16,the node number of the hidden layer is 12,the node number of the output layer is 4.The spread value of the PNN is 0.2 .The failure mode expectation outputs are as in table 1. 120 sets of vibration signal data in all were collected in this paper ,100 sets of data were used for network training, the remaining 20 sets test were used for test samples. Creating a BP neural network on the basis of the above mentioned methods with newff function, and a PNN function with newgrnn,The results are shown in table 2.
Fusion diagnosis results
In reality, we always hope the output to be closer to the expected value. For example, we hope that the output of the fault data of rotor misalignment is (1,0,0,0). It is easy to find that the elements of this 4 dimension vector are 0 except for the first one. On the other hand we always hope that the element the fault mode accounted for the entire vector element ratio is closer to 1. But in practice we find that although the proportion of elements that represent the failure mode is the largest, the proportion of other elements may also be very large. We call these elements interference terms. The thirteenth output (0.0013,0.1894,0.6913,0.1179) and fifteenth output (0.0015,0.2038,0.6782,0.1165) of the PNN diagnosis can be seen in Table 3 are interference terms. In addition, we compared the eighth set of output (0.4115,0.9789,0.0038,0.0097) with its desired output (1,0,0,0) and the twelfth set of output (0.0073,0.0018,0.0206,0.0000) with its expected output (0,1,0,0) of the BP neural network, it's easily found that these two groups of results are obvious diagnostic errors. Using this result as a diagnostic output may reduce the reliability of the diagnosis. Therefore, this paper puts forward an algorithm to fuse the output of the two kinds of neural networks. It can not only increase the ratio of the element represents the fault mode, but also reduce the ratio of the interference terms. What's more, it combined with the output of two kinds of neural networks, so the accuracy of diagnosis can be improved. The algorithm expression is as follows: By fusing the two results of diagnosis of two diagnostic system ,because the real fault component values will dominate in the original vector, it can still keep the larger advantage after fusion; However by inverse proportion complementary, the size and the proportion of disturbance fault component values will be greatly reduced. So this algorithm can make the two complementary advantages. In another hand, it is easy to judge the failure categories more clearly. Table 3 shows the two neural network diagnosis results output after fusion. Table 3 The fusion results
No.
The fusion results
Expect No. Comparison of table 2 and table 3 can be found the fusion results are also corrected eighth and twelfth output errors of BP neural network .Namely, the results of fusion improve the accuracy of fault diagnosis. Although the BP neural network has diagnostic error terms, the largest element in the output results of the BP neural network is originally very large. So the contrast of the BP neural network is omitted in figure 3 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, the combination of fault diagnosis and diagnostic output information fusion algorithm based on wavelet packet neural network is proposed firstly. Secondly BP neural network and probabilistic neural network are used to identify the fault pattern. Finally fuse the diagnostic output information of BP neural network and PNN, and using the chart and table compares the results as a diagnostic output different before and after fusion. Through calculation of 20 sets of data contrast, the result is visible that the BP neural network diagnosis accuracy rate reached 90% , and PNN diagnosis results are roughly correct, but for each set of diagnosis of PNN output, proportion of maximal element is low. By comparing, it's can be found that the fusion result not only correct the error of BP neural network diagnosis, but also improve the PNN diagnosis in the proportion of maximal element of each group. On the other hand, the fusion result is better than one of these two neural networks independently to make diagnosis of the output.
